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Abstract  

Lead barium niobate (Pb1−xBaxNb2O6, PBN) ferroelectric materials have been and are the 

subject of numerous studies in literature due to their potential for wide-ranging 

applications in the electronic industry. In this work, La3+-doped Pb0.56Ba0.44Nb2O6 

(PBN44) electroceramics were prepared and investigated in terms of X-ray diffraction, 

scanning electron microscopy, thermal spectra of dielectric permittivity, Curie-Weiss law 

and hysteresis loop characteristics. It was noted that La3+ doping favors the formation of 

orthorhombic mm2 phase in PBN44, which originally shows only the tetragonal 4mm 

symmetry-related phase. In particular, the PBN44 material with 1 wt.% La2O3 displays 

(micro)structural characteristics and dielectric properties similar to those from PBN 

compositions lying within their morphotropic phase boundary region. Our results also 

show that La3+ is able to promote a change of the ferroelectric to paraelectric phase 

transition appearance of PBN44 from pseudo-normal to really diffuse. However, 
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conversion to a diffuse plus relaxor transition behavior reveals directly linked to 

incommensurate superstructures present and dielectrically-active in PBN materials toward 

low temperatures, with an intrinsically frequency-dispersive dielectric response. This 

statement is also supported by observation of hysteresis loops showing a transformation 

trend to pseudo-slim-like, even in the normal-like ferroelectrics, when moving into the 

temperature region of incommensuration manifestation. 

Keywords: PBN, diffuse phase transition, tungsten bronze, hysteresis, Curie Weiss, 

permittivity. 

1. Introduction 

Lead barium niobate, Pb1−xBaxNb2O6 (PBN), solid solutions belong to the group of 

ferroelectric niobates with tetragonal tungsten bronze (TTB)-type structure and recognized 

potential for a wide range of applications in the electronic industry, including the 

manufacture of electro-optic, nonlinear optic, piezoelectric and pyroelectric devices [1-2]. 

Originally, PbNb2O6 (PN) transforms from paraelectric tetragonal 4/mmm to ferroelectric 

orthorhombic mm2 point group at around 823 K [3-5]. When doped with Ba2+ cations, the 

ferroelectric phase of the PBN solutions changes from the above orthorhombic mm2 to 

tetragonal 4mm symmetry while increasing Ba2+ content [4,5]. In terms of dielectric 

response, on the other hand, while undoped PN presents a normal-like, sharp ferroelectric 

to paraelectric phase transition at a discrete and frequency-independent temperature, 

known as Curie temperature (TC), a diffuse plus relaxor phase transition (DRPT), typified 

by a broadening of the transition together with observation of a frequency-dependent TC 

behavior, can be induced through doping. 

In literature, the issue of DRPT origin in ferroelectrics has so far attracted the 

attention of scientists from both the fundamental science and materials research 

viewpoints [6-9]. In particular, some works have been aimed at finding and trying to 
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account for the composition-related crossover from diffuse and/or relaxor to normal 

behaviors in different ferroelectric systems [7-9]. In any case, as a matter of fact, dopant-

induced structural disorder, supposedly leading to compositional fluctuations and 

formation of polar nano-regions (PNRs) with locally different TC, is considered to be the 

very common feature of ferroelectrics with DRPT [6-9]. Nevertheless, despites the 

remarkable progress achieved in the recent years, the several models to date proposed to 

account for the cause and mechanisms of PNRs formation [8] are promising but have 

provided as yet only a partial understanding of this issue. In consequence, some key 

questions, including the possible prediction of the critical value of dopant content that 

would be expected for the strength of disorder to induce DRPT, are currently still open to 

debate. In the present work, a systematic study on the evolution of La3+-doped 

Pb0.56Ba0.44Nb2O6 ferroelectrics from normal to diffuse/relaxor behavior was conducted 

through considering dielectric and hysteresis loop measurements, with the purpose of 

trying to closely delineate origin of such transformation events in these materials. For this, 

we considered beginning our study by performing an analysis of the structural and 

microstructural characteristics of these materials after sintering, in order to examine 

possible direct correlations, if any, with their dielectric responses. 

 

2. Experimental 

Pb1−xBaxNb2O6 (with x=0.44, denoted as PBN44) and La3+-doped PBN44 (PBN44 

+ x wt.% La2O3 with x = 0.5, 1.0, 1,5, 2.0 and 4.0, denoted as PBLN44/x) ceramic samples 

were prepared by the conventional method, and sintered at 1270–1290 oC for 2h, as 

previously reported [10], resulting in bodies with densities above 95% of theoretical 

density. These specimens were structurally and microstructurally characterized at room 

temperature through X-ray diffraction (XRD), the measurements of which were performed 
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using a Rigaku Rotaflex RU200B diffractometer, with CuKα radiation, and scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) by using a Jeol 5400 LV microscope, the images being 

obtained on as-sintered samples, without the need of polishing. In addition, for dielectric 

characterization, platinum electrodes were sputtered on the major surfaces of the ceramic 

materials. The real and imaginary parts of dielectric permittivity (ε′ and ε′′, respectively) 

were recorded over wide frequency (20 Hz to 1 MHz) and temperature (15 to 900 K) 

ranges by using an Agilent 4284A precision LCR meter and an ARS (DE-202SI) 

cryogenic system. Finally, hysteresis loops from these ceramic samples were measured at 

a frequency of 60 Hz and electric fields up to ~3 kV/mm (found to be enough to reach 

saturation), using a standard Sawyer-Tower circuit, from high to ~125 K. Samples were 

placed in a nitrogen bath cryostat for low temperature hysteresis loop measurements. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

Fig. 1 depicts the room-temperature XRD patterns of all the sintered PBLN44/x 

specimens, including a magnification of the data around two specific reflection angles of 

interest for comparison and discussion (right-side graphs). In general, all the patterns 

showed reflection peaks characteristic of the tetragonal 4mm phase of the PBN system 

(JCPDS 34-0375), examples of which are the (002) and (551) reflections identified in 

these magnified graphs at 2θ=45.49 and 56.85°, respectively. In addition, for the 

compositions with x≥0.5, appearance of two additional peaks, overlapped with those 

mentioned just above, are noticed in these graphs. These new peaks are better resolved 

with increasing La2O3, because of better peaks splitting, and become finally well-defined 

at 2θ=46.50 and 57.30° for the spectrum corresponding to the sample with x=4.0. These 

peaks were identified as being, respectively, the (004) and (11 1 0) reflections from the 

orthorhombic mm2 phase of the PBN system. A comparison of the relative intensity of 
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these additional peaks suggests that the phase fraction with orthorhombic mm2 symmetry 

increases in these ceramic materials with raising the La2O3 content, especially for x≥1.0. 

Both formation and increase of this phase are indicative of an effective incorporation 

process of La3+ substituting for Pb2+ and/or Ba2+ in the tungsten bronze structure, a process 

of which is expected to cause distortions of the original PBN crystalline lattice, and may 

probably also have an important impact on the dielectric properties of these materials, as 

will be discussed in detail later.  

 

Figure 1. Room-temperature XRD patterns of the PBLN44/x ceramic samples. The 
symbols “t” and “o” stand for the tungsten bronze phase with tetragonal 4mm and 

orthorhombic mm2 symmetries, respectively. JCPDS cards 34-0375 and 25-0069 were 
used to identify the peaks of 4mm and mm2 symmetries, respectively. 

 

The micrographs of the PBLN44/x ceramics are illustrated in Fig. 2, showing 

microstructures that consist of grains with a columnar-like morphology. For reference, all 

the images in this figure involve an identical bar of 5 µm. A somewhat complex behavior 

of grain size upon variation of La2O3 content is there noted. That is, the grain size 

decreases from x=0.0 (Fig. 2(a)) to x=0.5 (Fig. 2(b)). In the following, nevertheless, the 

ceramic material with the composition x=1.0 (Fig. 2(c)) shows a remarkable increase of 

the average grain size, together with an increase in the aspect ratio of the grains, which is 

defined as the length/width ratio. In passing, the microstructures from these samples 
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(0.0≤x≤1.0) were characterized by a trend of showing grains with rounded transversal 

surfaces, a few examples of which are indicated with the number 1 in Fig. 2(a)-(c)). For 

the samples with x>1.0 (Fig. 2(d)-(f)), the grain size undergoes a noticeable decrease 

again, while the microstructures show to be now composed of grains with rectangular (to 

hexagonal-like) transversal surfaces, a few examples of which are indicated with the 

number 2 in this Fig. 2(d)-(f)). This result, i.e., the change in average grain size and 

transversal surface shape, is to be associated with the increase of the phase fraction with 

orthorhombic mm2 symmetry, as commented above from the XRD results (Fig. 1), 

reaching a sufficient proportion as to modify the microstructural characteristics of the 

prepared ceramics. 

 

Figure 2. Micrographs of the PBLN44/x ceramic samples: (a) x=0.0, (b) x=0.5, (c) x=1.0, 
(d) x=1.5, (e) x=2.0, and (f) x=4.0. The bar in all these images represents 5 µm. 
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Figure 3. Temperature dependence of the real part of dielectric permittivity for the 
PBLN44/x ceramic samples, at 1 kHz. 

 

Fig. 3 illustrates the temperature dependence of the real part of dielectric 

permittivity (ε’) for all the PBLN44/x ceramic samples, as measured at 1 kHz. A quick 

look at this figure allows concluding, as was expected from literature [11], that the 

temperature of maximum permittivity (Tm≡TC) decreases with increasing the La2O3 

content. For a close analysis, nevertheless, we choose in Fig. 4 to show in detail the 

behavior of not only TC but also maximum permittivity (ε’m) upon variation of the La2O3 

content. (The data for the specimen with the composition x=4.0 do not appear in this 

figure as its dielectric peak lies below the temperature region covered in Fig. 3, but will be 

analyzed later in this report.) A clear change in the rate of La3+-induced variation of TC is 

noticed in Fig. 4 at x=1.0, while ε’m shows a complex behavior involving a decrease from 

x=0.0 to x=0.5, followed by an increase for x=1.0 and, again, a decrease for x>1.0. While 

the changes in TC should most likely be related to the increasing amount of the 

orthorhombic phase in the system (as commented above with respect to Fig. 1), so as 

causing a drop of this property especially for x≥1.0, we note that the changes in ε’m 

reproduce well the behavior observed for the average grain size (refer also to the 
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microstructure analysis above with respect to Fig. 2). These facts are indicative of the 

existence of some correlation between dielectric properties and (micro)structural 

characteristics, as further analyzed just below in light of available literature. 

 

 

Figure 4. Dependence of maximum permittivity (ε’m) and Curie temperature (Tm≡TC) on 
La2O3 dopant content in the PBLN44/x samples. 

 

It is well-known that the PBN ferroelectric system presents, in its phase diagram, a 

morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) region around the PBN37 composition [12], and that 

ferroelectric materials with MPB have their dielectric and piezoelectric properties 

enhanced toward this region, where the coexistence of two (or more) ferroelectric phases 

is characteristically verified. In PBN, particularly, the maximum values of ε’m are found in 

the PBN37≤PBN≤PBN40 composition range [12], toward which, interesting, the 

maximum values of average grain size are also detected [13], as equally found in this 

work for PBLN44/1.0. In other words, although the PBN44 lies within the tetragonal 

region of the phase diagram, x=1.0 seemingly results in an appropriate amount of La2O3 

that makes this material having the (micro)structural characteristics (coexistence and, 

especially, relative fractions of the tetragonal 4mm and orthorhombic mm2 phases, 
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included) and dielectric properties similar to those found in the MPB-related 

PBN37≤PBN≤PBN40 composition region.  

  On the other hand, a quick look at Fig. 3 also allows realizing that, although the 

ferroelectric to paraelectric phase transition in PBN44 looks like somewhat diffuse 

(broadened), increasing the La2O3 content favors further this behavior (for more precision, 

results from Curie-Weiss law analysis are given later). This fact is supposed to arise, 

according to literature on origin of phase transition diffusivity in ferroelectrics [6-9], from 

dopant-induced structural disorder (which should here, perhaps mainly, involve the 

structure distortions caused by La3+, as we commented above with respect to the XRD 

results) and development of compositional fluctuations in the PBN system, so as giving 

rise to (increased) minute regions with locally different TC. In fact, the influence of La3+ 

on the structure, microstructure and crossover from normal to diffuse phase transition in 

perovskite structured ferroelectrics has been widely studied [14-16]. In La3+ doped lead 

titanate (PLZT), for instance, with the increment of La content, the crystalline structure 

changes from the ferroelectric rhombohedra phase to the MPB phase, then to the 

ferroelectric tetragonal phase, finally to the pseudo-cubic phase. La doping in ferroelectric 

perovskite is believed to disturb the long-rang coulomb interaction and decrease the 

tetragonal degree, which drives the phase transition and the formation of spontaneous 

polarization. [17]. Therefore, Lanthanum modified lead zirconate titanate exhibits a 

diffuse phase transition (DPT) in the dielectric properties for compositions in both the 

rhombohedral and tetragonal phases. Above a critical lanthanum content (4 at.% for 

rhombohedral PZT (65/35) and 12 at.% for tetragonal PZT (40/60)), normal micrometer-

sized ferroelectric domains cannot be sustained. For high lanthanum- content 

compositions, sufficiently strong decoupling results in the stabilization of nanometer-sized 

local polar regions (polar nanodomains). Correspondingly, the macroscopic properties 
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change from normal ferroelectric to relaxor ferroelectric types with increasing lanthanum 

content [18-20]. 

 

Figure 5. Temperature dependences of permittivity (ε′ and ε′′) for La3+-doped PBN44: (a) 
PBLN44/0.5 and (b) PBLN44/4.0, at various measuring frequencies. 

 

The next point of interest in this work was to closely analyze whether this La3+ 

influence can also promote or not relaxor phase transition appearance in PBLN. According 

to a recent report by the present authors [21], this seemed not to be the case, at least, not in 

terms of direct link. For that reason, i.e., as a reference that will certainly help introducing 

and advancing the discussion on origin of diffuse plus relaxor phase transition (DRPT) in 

such PBN-based materials, we choose to begin summarizing in Fig. 5 the thermal spectra 

of real (ε′) and imaginary (ε′′) parts of dielectric permittivity found, for instance, for 

PBLN44/0.5, Fig. 5(a), and PBLN44/4.0, Fig. 5(b). The figure deals with measurements 

performed at different frequencies and over a larger temperature range. In Fig. 5(a), a 
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basically frequency-independent dielectric peak is observed around TC=500 K, a result 

which is in line with the fact that PBN materials are well known to be normal-like 

ferroelectrics [22]. The second anomaly appearing in this Fig. 5(a) over a temperature rage 

around 225 K is also observed in PBN materials [21,23], being ascribed to 

incommensurate superstructures (ICS) that develop in these TTB-structured compounds 

[5,22]. This anomaly should not be confused with a dielectrically less intense one, not 

appreciable in this figure, that appears toward lower temperatures (in the 100 to 150 K 

range [21,23]), and attributed to a phase transition from tetragonal 4mm or orthorhombic 

mm2 (depending on Ba2+ versus Pb2+ content) to monoclinic m symmetry [24]. 

Development of ICS in TTB-structured ferroelectrics has been postulated to arise 

from displacive structural changes involving defects-associated ferroelastic oxygen 

octahedral tilting [22,25-26]. Doping PN with Ba2+ and La3+ has the effect of promoting 

an increase of the ICS magnitude and temperature region of dielectric expression [21], 

probably owing to dopant versus foreign cations size mismatch, a fact which should 

modify the above-mentioned ferroelastic tilting and, thus, ICS structural and dipolar 

dynamics. It can be noted in Fig. 4(a) that the ICS-related dielectric dispersion reveals to 

be originally of diffuse plus relaxor nature, as reported elsewhere [23-24]. In PBLN44/4.0 

(Fig. 5(b)) the decrease of TC with La3+ content occurs as noticeable as to the point of 

dislocating into the temperature region of ICS dielectric expression. In consequence, the 

PBLN44/4.0 compound develops into a ferroelectric material with a really strong DRPT 

character. These and other results from our work on doped PN materials allowed us to 

postulate that the DRPT features observed in PBLN44/4.0 appears to really be a direct 

consequence of ICS expression [21]. Coincidently, there exist in the literature some works 

suggesting, in fact, an apparent connection between DRPT incidence with ICS in other 

TTB-structured ferroelectrics [27,28].  
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Figure 6. Temperature-dependent hysteresis loops for (a) PBLN44/4.0, (b) PBN44 and (c) 
PBLN44/0.5. 

 

To get further insights into this issue, we chose to proceed with characterization of 

the materials in terms of ferroelectric hysteresis loops, which are known to be the 

determinative feature of ferroelectric phases. Fig. 6(a)-(b) depicts the polarization-electric 

field (P-E) curves measured for PBLN44/4.0 and original PBN44 (PBLN44/0.0) at some 

representative temperatures. Between 275 and 125 K, the coercive field Ec, obeying 

P(Ec)≡0, showed in both cases the expected trend to increase on cooling, indicating some 

difficulty of ferroelectric domains reversal when moving toward a frozen-like ferroelectric 

state. Concretely, nevertheless, while for PBLN44/4.0 Ec continuously increased from 

0.01 kV/mm at 275 K to 0.91 kV/mm at 125 K, for PBN44 Ec increased from 1.15 kV/mm 

at 275 K to 1.95 kV/mm at 175 K, but suffered a sudden and significant decrease to 1.40 

kV/mm at 125 K. Of great significance are also the temperature variations of remnant 

polarization Pr, where Pr≡P(E=0), of these PN-based materials, as illustrated in Fig. 7. As 

predictable for relaxor ferroelectrics [29-30], slim-like hysteresis loops are observed for 
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PBLN44/4.0 close to the ferroelectric to paraelectric DRPT temperature region (Fig. 6(a)) 

indicating an inability of the material to sustain macroscopic ferroelectric polarization. On 

cooling, Pr naturally shows a trend to moderately increase (Fig. 7). For PBN44, on the 

other hand, square-like hysteresis loops are observed toward high temperatures (Fig. 6(b)) 

as also typical of ordinary ferroelectrics [29,30]. For this material, nevertheless, Pr in Fig. 

7 shows a gradual decrease followed by some collapse and, thereby, observation in Fig. 

6(b) of smooth hysteresis loops on cooling through the temperature region of ICS 

manifestation. Toward low temperature, Pr from both PBLN44/4.0 and PBN44 turns out 

to be comparable (Fig. 7). In fact, keeping in mind the afore-mentioned sudden and 

considerable drop of Ec at 125 K, one may consider acceptable postulating that the 

PBN44’s hysteresis loops transform tending, in comparison with the high-temperature 

data, to a pseudo-slim-like form (125 K-data in Fig. 6(b)). Revelation of the properly slim-

like appearance is in this case most likely frustrated because of the frozen-like 

ferroelectric state applying toward low temperature and involving, normally, 

comparatively higher Ec values, which is a natural trend in ferroelectrics, as commented 

above. In any case, note that the polarization-temperature behavior observed in Fig. 7 for 

PBN44 on cooling looks like that from a proper relaxor ferroelectric on heating through 

the DRPT region [31]. 

The above results strongly support our advice that development of incommensurate 

modulation in these materials has here the apparent effect of really frustrating the long-

range cooperative alignment of the ferroelectric dipoles and, hence, ferroelectric 

macrodomains formation. To further enrich this discussion, we chose to process the 

dielectric data from these materials also in terms of Curie-Weiss law, which establishes 

that )( CWTTC −=′ε  above TC, where C is the Curie constant and TCW the Curie-Weiss 

temperature. The temperature dependences of reciprocal permittivity of PBN44 and 
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PBLN44/4.0 are illustrated in Fig. 8, for the 1 kHz data. The data from PBN44 can be to 

some extent considered as following nearly a Curie-Weiss behavior (i.e., pseudo-normal 

ferroelectric), while the data from the relaxor PBLN44/4.0 ferroelectric diverge noticeably 

from this behavior on cooling from a given temperature, known as Burn’s temperature 

(TB), of 621 K. PNRs formation has normally been accepted to essentially start at TB, 

being viewed as responsible for DRPT occurrence in ferroelectrics [8]. In the following, in 

addition, the Curie-Weiss trend and P-E hysteresis loop characteristics from PBLN44/0.5 

were as well investigated, the results being shown in the Fig. 8 inset and Fig. 6(c), 

respectively. Although this sample presents a non-relaxor ferroelectric to paraelectric 

phase transition (Fig. 5(a)), note in the Fig. 8 inset that its dielectric data also show, 

however, a departure from the Curie-Weiss behavior on cooling from a given TB value of 

620 K. According to Fig. 6(c), moreover, high-temperature slim-like hysteresis loops also 

apply to this sample, with Pr showing as well only a moderate and natural increase on 

cooling (Fig. 7 inset). 

 

Figure 7. Temperature dependences of remnant polarization (Pr) for PBN44 and 
PBLN44/4.0. The data for PBLN44/0.5 are shown in the figure inset. 
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Figure 8. Temperature dependences of reciprocal permittivity (ε′) for PBN44 and 
PBLN44/4.0. The data for PBLN44/0.5 are shown in the figure inset. TB represents the 

temperature at which the data diverge from the Curie-Weiss law of linear behavior (with a 
slope basically equal to the unity), being found reasonable values of C = (0.95-2.61)⋅105 K 

in this study. 
 

All these results allow stating, in association with literature [8,30-32], that La3+ 

introduction into PBN should cause sufficient compositional disorder/fluctuations as to 

favor formation of tiny polar regions, but with a coherency order probably exceeding the 

nano-scale size, i.e., approaching to reaching the micro-scale local order. These minute 

regions have essentially non-dynamical nature (at least, within the frequency window 

explored here), leading to observation, as for PBLN44/0.5, of diffuse but non-relaxor 

ferroelectric to paraelectric phase transition in PBLN. Meanwhile, development of low-

temperature ICS should reduce the size order of the domains coherency and favor 

formation of dynamical PNRs, inside which polarization fluctuations occur. This fact 

leads to development, as for PBLN44/4.0, of DRPT in such materials, depending (but 

truly only) on whether TC lies or not within the temperature region of ICS expression after 

doping. As ICS already appear in La3+-free PBN, note here the irrelevance of postulating, 

for instance, a given critical La3+ dopant content that would be supposed to provoke 
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structural disorder strength as sufficient as to particularly induce the materials’ relaxor 

characteristics.  

It is not possible to generalize the results of this work to other ferroelectric systems 

exhibiting diffuse phase transition and relaxor characteristics; nevertheless, the results of 

Knudsen and coauthors [33] indicate, the presence of an incommensurate antiferroelectric 

modulation in most grains of relaxor PLZT 4/90/10 and 10/90/10 perovskite structured 

materials. It is timely to state here, therefore, that although this observation of ICS-

induced DRPT in the PBN-based materials does not openly apply to other ferroelectrics, 

the present results for sure suggest that, in studies aimed at advancing discussion on this 

topic, some possible causes or mechanisms of DRPT other than compositional/structural 

disorder in ferroelectric materials should not be straightforwardly ruled out. 

 

4. Conclusions 

In this work, La3+-doped Pb0.56Ba0.44Nb2O6 (PBN44) ferroelectric electroceramics 

were prepared and studied from both (micro)structural and dielectric viewpoints. It is 

shown that La2O3 doping induces the formation of orthorhombic mm2 phase (coexisting 

with the original tetragonal 4mm one), which increases with increasing La2O3 content. In 

particular, the average grain size and dielectric permittivity show anomalous behaviors for 

a doping extent of 1 wt.% La2O3. It is noted that this percentage leads the original PBN44 

material to definitely show (micro)structural characteristics and dielectric properties 

comparable to those observed in PBN compositions lying within the morphotropic phase 

boundary region, where the dielectric (ferroelectric and piezoelectric) properties of such 

materials are well-known to be reasonably enhanced. Finally, it is here proposed that the 

crossover from normal to diffuse plus relaxor phase transition (DRPT) in La3+-doped 

PBN44 ferroelectrics is directly linked with the incommensurate superstructures (ICS) that 
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naturally develop in PBN materials toward low temperatures. Concretely, our results show 

that the dopant favors occurrence of diffuse but really not relaxor phase transition in these 

materials. Instead, conversion to DRPT materializes depending only on whether the phase 

transition temperature finally lies or not within the temperature region of ICS 

manifestation, these superstructures exhibiting originally an intrinsically frequency-

dispersive dielectric response. 
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